


simply: be.



No road leads to vigilius mountain resort.

                  A gondola brings you up to us at 1,500 m above sea level.



Simply: exit. Out of the gondola, out of the daily routine. Greeting you is the aromatic, resinous  

smell of the larch, for the mountain St. Vigilio is closed to automobile traffic. Here, the vigilius mountain 

resort is nestled into the landscape simply yet aesthetically and distinctly. An island in the mountains that 

satisfies yearning.



No car, no noise, no stress. 

                Arrive to find the tranquility of nature 

within your own self.



Eco not ego. Upright respect for nature and humility towards this special location: these 

were and are the premises that I enjoined upon the architect as well as upon everyone who works here at  

vigilius. According to this, Matteo Thun created a refuge bedded in meadow and woods that melts into its 

surroundings harmonically, aesthetically and distinctively. The first climate house A-Hotel in Italy made from 

natural, sustainable materials, a successful symbiosis of design and comfort. 

Ulrich Ladurner, owner.



Why vigilius exists. 

Ever since my childhood I have known St. Vigilio.  

I can still remember well the former Mountain  

Hotel St. Vigilio. I myself was never in the hotel, 

but I do know that this place fascinated me.

Since then, much time has passed. 14 years ago 

I found out that the Mountain Hotel St. Vigilio  

was to be sold. My brain said, “uninterested”.  

But my heart felt differently, and I could not get  

it out of my head. Just six months later and  

I was the owner of an old dilapidated, somehow  

unappetizing yet thoroughly fascinating structure 

on a truly unique site.

First of all, a year passed and nothing happened. 

I was new in the tourism branch and that lacking 

experience could lead to mistakes. But exactly 

because of my newness in this field, I also saw a 

chance to start something  

really new. The location was from the very  

beginning my benchmark. My first words to the 

architects were: “You will not be able to design 

anything more beautiful than this location already 

is.” With these words began an intensive time  

of cooperative planning. From the beginning,  

Matteo Thun understood how to approach the 

working process with the necessary humility.  

The central theme of our countless discussions

was the guest: what do they feel, experience,

apprehend - with all senses.

Then, finally, the successful opening of the  

vigilius mountain resort took place and the work 

continued without pause. Convincing others and 

maintaining the courage to seek self-autonomy 

and be different continued. The goal was always 

to allow the entire team to identify with the special 

characteristics of vigilius. There was no room  

for hierarchies.The cooperation functioned well, 

for which the company culture certainly played  

an important role. Decisive, however, is the 

mountain. It is what in a certain sense makes us 

dependent – and at the same time unites us all.     

Belonging to the philosophy of the vigilius moun-

tain resort is above all the amiability of those 

working here, everyone living it in their own way – 

which perhaps does not have much to do  

with perfection, yet very much with spontaneous 

naturalness. And that is exactly what we want.

Why does vigilius exist? I confess, even today  

I cannot rationally answer this question.



Nature realizes itself in design and art, in rooms flooded 

                                with light where inside and outside flow into one another.



simply: welcomed. The people at vigilius mountain resort love their job. They want to 

have that noticed by their guests throughout the entire house. Small signs of attentiveness, their open 

friendliness and discretion impart that warm feeling that this hospitality is honest and comes from the heart. 

“Our guests should simply have a sense of well-being everywhere. We give our best – and we love our 

mission to be your very personal host!”



Where the boundaries between nature and 

    room blend with one another, there the feeling  

of freedom and of comfort find one another.



Nature glittering at 1,500 m reveals tranquility 

                                              with the most gentle of tones. 



simply: not having to do anything. “Here, everything is farther away than 

elsewhere.” Why does a visit here at 1,500 m fill people with an untamable feeling of freedom? Perhaps it 

is the unspoken invitation to become one with the rhythm of nature, to live with the perfection of simplicity 

which the surroundings promote quietly and wisely. 



Time is one of the most wonderful gifts. To find peace, 

                                            and let all the unimportant fall away into nothing.



Sometimes life tastes like eternity. 

                           Feet gounded on the earth, head up in heaven.



Attentiveness grows from a love for detail, 

                                         in nature and in people.



simply: enjoy... what tastes good and does good. 
A special place opens our apprehension for smells and aromas, for well-being in pleasant company,  

for all of the senses. Our Maître Cuisine nourishes a light, modern culinary style that also gives special 

acknowledgement to the specialties of the region and desires that each dish receives its own personality. 

In this way, delicious harmony and tasty balance find each other on one plate. The ingredients are  

honest and distinct. They come whenever possible from the surrounding area, from farmers with whom 

our chef maintains personal contact.



True enjoyment happens with all senses 

                                  and with a good instinct for what is essential.





Parlor ida tells culinary stories from the region: 

                                            sunlight fills the plate and the soul.



simply: delicious. A unique luxury of nature: penetrating through granite, gneis and  

porphyr, crystal-clear and pure, a precious elixir of life comes to the surface. The mineral water from  

St. Vigilio that emerges from several rich sources between “Joch” and “Barenbad”, flows through every 

water pipe at vigilius mountain resort. You drink, wash yourself and bath in pure mineral water. 



w

Inner peace and delightful calmness spread 

                           out like a protective veil over space and time.



The power and wisdom of nature nestles 

            itself against the skin, quietly into the soul.





In the distance, nearness thrives in itself

                     to the here and now. Time is a wonderful feeling.



Night comes, and then another day. 

                 Everything passes and comes back again.

Life can be so simple.
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